Indiana Early Learning Foundations

Social Emotional Guidance
Introduction

Families, caregivers, and early educators all work together to help children grow and learn. This guidance is intended to be a resource for educators to support and enhance children’s learning and development while using the Foundations, Indiana’s Early Learning Development Framework. While this is not an exhaustive list, this guidance is meant to serve as a suggestion for practice from birth to age five, including the transition into kindergarten. It can be used to support a child’s development at different levels of learning and promotes fluid movement between developmental stages. The Foundations are not intended to be a curriculum, but what children should know and be able to do throughout developmental stages. Curricula is content that children should learn and methods to teach the content whereas lesson plans are intended to demonstrate how the content is conveyed to children. This guidance is a resource for educators to use while developing an intentional lesson plan.

Looking Ahead to Kindergarten

High quality early experiences help a child become ready for kindergarten and beyond. The Foundations show early educators the developmental progression that typically developing young children should experience as they grow toward kindergarten readiness. In 2014, Indiana’s Early Learning Advisory Committee approved the following definition of kindergarten readiness: “In Indiana, we work together so that every child can develop to his or her fullest potential socially, emotionally, physically, cognitively, and academically. Through growth in all of these domains, the child will become a healthy, capable, competent, and powerful learner.”

Family Engagement

Research shows that family engagement is a strong predictor of children's development, wellness, educational attainment, and success later in school and life. Children develop in the context of their environments, which includes family, culture, and community. We know that families are their child's primary and most important educator. Early educators can use the Family Engagement sections and the Powerful Practices throughout this guidance for strategies that they can encourage family members to use at home. We encourage early educators and early childhood program administrators to also be aware of local and state supports available to vulnerable populations including (but not limited to): 2-1-1 Hotline, shelters, food pantries, WIC offices, and community centers.

Special Populations

The Indiana Core Knowledge and Competencies encourage educators to see children as unique individuals within a family and community and to be sensitive to individual developmental needs. This guidance supports special populations including dual language (DLL), exceptional, and high ability learners; however, many of the recommended strategies are appropriate and beneficial to all children. It’s encouraged that educators use a flexible approach when designing curriculum and keep the needs of all children in mind. The use of the Universal Design for Learning (UDL) provides a blueprint for creating instructional goals, methods, materials, and assessments that work for everyone (See Appendix B for additional information).

Additionally, with family/parental consent, we encourage educators to engage and collaborate with other professionals in closely related sectors supporting the child and family to further inform and align services. This could include professionals from education, health, and social services (e.g. First Steps/Early intervention, public schools, therapists, and physicians).
SE1.1 Demonstrate self awareness and confidence

**Self awareness** is the ability to recognize one’s own emotions, thoughts, values, and behaviors (CASEL 2019). Having secure attachments with adults and educators provides children the opportunity to develop self awareness and confidence. The development of self awareness and confidence leads to the ability to:

- Recognize self as an individual
- Recognize their strengths and the strengths of others
- Show confidence in a range of abilities
- Identify emotions (CASEL 2019)

**Family Engagement**

Encourage families to:

- Recognize and respect their child’s unique interests and cultivate opportunities to explore those interests.
- Acknowledge that a child’s resistance to adult guidance is developmentally appropriate.
- Cultivate opportunities to be part of a larger community (e.g. communities of faith, neighborhoods, participating in organized activities, play groups, etc.).

**Looking Ahead to Kindergarten**

The ability to demonstrate self awareness and confidence leads to success in kindergarten by supporting students to:

- Recognize personal strengths (SEL Competency 2B)
- Demonstrate self-efficacy (SEL Competency 2C)
- Demonstrate self awareness and confidence (SEL Competency 6B)

**Special Populations**

Educators can:

- Provide a variety of materials that demonstrate positive images of all abilities and cultures.
- Encourage and support the use of visual supports (e.g. visuals to represent activities, needs, or emotion).
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**Powerful Practices**
Examples of ways adults can support young learners' self awareness and confidence.

### SE1.1: Demonstrate self awareness and confidence
Across all developmental stages, educators can:

- Create interactive and supportive environments that reflects the child’s image (i.e. physical and emotional environment).
- Encourage and model responsive relationships, being sensitive to children’s needs (i.e. providing comfort).
- Provide open ended experiences that allow the child to demonstrate independence and creativity (e.g. materials are accessible to children and activities are child led and directed).
- Promote individual range of abilities within the classroom.
- Notice and reinforce children’s actions and efforts by providing specific acknowledgement (e.g. “You really worked hard to build that bridge. Great work!”).
- Take time to talk to the child and understand their uniqueness and strengths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infant</th>
<th>Younger Toddler</th>
<th>Older Toddler</th>
<th>Younger Preschool</th>
<th>Older Preschool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recognize how infants communicate from birth (e.g. crying, cooing, eye gaze, and nonverbal cues) and respond promptly and consistently to those communication efforts</td>
<td>Display child and family photos, child artwork, and mirrors at their level and talk about what the child sees (e.g. &quot;Who is that in the mirror? You're right, that is Suzie!&quot;) Provide opportunities for children to develop independence (e.g. safe climbing structure, drink from a sippy cup) and celebrate their successes</td>
<td>Display child and family photos, child artwork, and mirrors at their level and talk about what the child sees (e.g. &quot;Oh, you are looking at your family. I see you and your Mom!&quot;). Use pronouns when communicating during play, like he/she, mine, ours, etc. Provide opportunities for children to continue to develop independence (e.g. easel painting, increasingly independent handwashing) and show pride in their work Recognize and validate resistance to adult guidance (e.g. child says, &quot;No&quot; and educator responds, &quot;I don’t like to wash your hands; however, we need our hands to be clean for lunch.&quot;)</td>
<td>Display and discuss pictures, books, and images throughout the environment that are reflective of diverse groups (e.g. while looking at family photos, pointing out similarities and differences that are important to the children) Provide opportunities for children to continue to develop independence (e.g. caring for a classroom plant) Recognize that questioning adult guidance is appropriate (e.g. “It’s time for lunch! Let’s wash our hands!”). Child responds, “Why?”. Educator responds, “Washing our hands takes the germs away and keeps us healthy!”</td>
<td>Facilitate conversations and activities regarding diverse groups Provide opportunities for children to continue to develop independence (e.g. lead a classroom discussion, caring for personal belongings) Recognize that questioning adult guidance is appropriate (e.g. “It’s time for lunch! Let’s wash our hands!”). Child responds, “Why?”. Educator responds, “Washing our hands takes the germs away and keeps us healthy!”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use infant’s name when talking with them (e.g. “Jerome! I’m going to pick you up for your diaper change!”) Intentionally display and point out pictures and mirrors at the child’s level throughout the environment (e.g. placing mirror above changing table)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Note:**
- Across all developmental stages, educators can use techniques appropriate to the child’s age and level of understanding.
- The table represents examples of how to encourage self-awareness and confidence at different stages of development.

---

**Parent Tips for Home:**

- Create a supportive environment that reflects your child’s image and development.
- Encourage responsive communication, especially with nonverbal cues.
- Provide open-ended experiences for your child to develop independence and creativity.
- Notice and acknowledge your child’s actions and efforts.
- Take time to talk about their self-awareness and confidence.

---

**Additional Resources:**

- Autism Speaks: [Self-Awareness Activities for Kids](https://www.autismspeaks.org/education/activities/self-awareness-activities-kids)
- Child Mind: [Developing Self-Awareness in Children](https://www.childmind.org/disorders/self-awareness/)
SE1.2: Demonstrate identification and expression of emotions

It is understood that the brains of children ages 0-5 develop at a rapid pace. Part of that development is laying the groundwork for emotions that children will experience now and later in life. Educators understanding the needs of young children and their emotions is critical to their overall development. Young children identifying and expressing emotions promotes the ability to:

- Show empathy, resulting in positive social relationships
- Regulate and manage emotions and behaviors in a healthy manner
- Have confidence to achieve tasks

Looking Ahead to Kindergarten

Effective identification and expression of emotions supports success in kindergarten by preparing students to:

- Demonstrate an understanding of body awareness and sensations in the body (SEL 1A)
- Identify a wide range of emotions (SEL 2A)

Family Engagement

Encourage families to:

- Have conversations with their child about emotions and appropriate ways of expressing their emotions (e.g. “What does it look like to be angry? When I’m angry, I try to take deep breaths until I feel calm.”).
- Share their own feelings and experiences each day on a consistent basis.
- Use books and story telling to unpack complex feelings.

Special Populations

Educators can:

- Support children in developmentally appropriate ways to respond to particular emotions (e.g. breathing techniques).
- Encourage and support the use of visual supports (e.g. feeling charts or emotion faces).
- Be cognizant about communication practices of children and functionality of communication devices and tools.
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Powerful Practices
Examples of ways adults can support young learners identification and expression of emotions:

### SE1.2: Demonstrate identification and expression of emotions
Across all developmental stages, educators can:

- Create an environment which supports healthy expression of emotions (e.g. providing a quiet, calming area which can include comfy seating, soft materials, a mirror, books that show emotions, and sensory items).
- Provide visual supports within the environment (e.g. feeling wheel, feelings charts, photos of children expressing various emotions, etc.).
- Acknowledge and respectfully respond to children's emotions and all bids for attention (e.g. child exhibits a challenging behavior to gain the attention of an educator).
- Respect a child's response when they refuse to engage in an activity (e.g. "I see you do not want to paint. You can play somewhere else instead and try again later if you wish.")
- Identify emotions with words and help the child to associate words with their emotions consistently throughout the day.
- Model healthy ways of expressing feelings and emotions in everyday interactions in educator to child, educator to parent, and educator to educator interactions.
- Promote continuity of care by maintaining consistent staffing patterns when possible.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infant</th>
<th>Younger Toddler</th>
<th>Older Toddler</th>
<th>Younger Preschool</th>
<th>Older Preschool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recognize how infants communicate from birth (e.g. crying, cooing, eye gaze, and nonverbal cues)</td>
<td>Consistently acknowledge and respectfully respond to feelings and emotions (e.g., &quot;You have a frown on your face. Are you sad? How can I help?&quot;)</td>
<td>Provide consistent strategies to support healthy expression of emotions (e.g. prompt child to say &quot;stop&quot; instead of hitting)</td>
<td>Provide a healthy outlet for expression of emotion through creative arts and play (e.g. dramatic play)</td>
<td>Incorporate descriptions of complex emotions into everyday activities (e.g. social stories, visual cues)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistently acknowledge and respectfully respond to infant's verbal and nonverbal communication (&quot;I see you are hungry. I am getting your bottle ready. It will take a couple of minutes.&quot;)</td>
<td>Provide consistent strategies to support healthy expression of emotions (e.g. prompt child to say &quot;stop&quot; instead of hitting)</td>
<td>Point out how other children are feeling and ask peers how to help comfort the child (e.g. &quot;You are looking at John and he is crying. John is sad his Mommy left. How can we help John feel better?&quot;)</td>
<td>Incorporate descriptions of more complex emotions into everyday activities (e.g. social stories, visual cues)</td>
<td>Provide a healthy outlet for expression of emotion through creative arts and play (e.g. dictated stories, journaling)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide a consistent daily routine based on infant’s individual needs</td>
<td>Incorporate descriptions of simple emotions into everyday activities (e.g. fingerplays, story books)</td>
<td>Comment positively when children show empathy (e.g. “That was very nice of you to give her a hug”, “Marcus was sad and you brought him his blanket. Thank you.”)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Incorporate descriptions of complex emotions into everyday activities (e.g. role play, individual and group discussion)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorporate descriptions of simple emotions into everyday activities (e.g. reading books, singing songs)</td>
<td>Model use of baby dolls to practice comforting behaviors (e.g. gentle touches and rubbing the baby's back)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SE2.1: Demonstrate self control

**Self regulation or self control** is the ability to manage a variety of emotional responses when presented with a variety of challenges negative or positive. Self control has a dramatic impact on every other developmental domain of all human beings. The ability to self-regulate supports the individual's capacity to successfully engage in more challenging endeavors. Educators play a critical role in the development of self regulation in young children. The development of self control leads to the ability to:

- Control impulses
- Organize
- Cooperate with others
- Be self-disciplined
- Be independent
- Manage stress

**Looking Ahead to Kindergarten**

Development of self control supports success in kindergarten by preparing students to:

- Manage transitions and changes (SEL Competency 1B)
- Demonstrate self control (SEL Competency 3A)
- Recognize life stressors and have strategies to manage them (SEL Competency 3B)
- Practice personal responsibility (SEL Competency 3C)

**Family Engagement**

Encourage families to:

- Establish a routine, family norms, and consistent expectations.
- Give prior warning to young children when there is a change in the routine.
- Model and encourage children to use strategies to de-escalate (e.g. deep breaths, calming music, going for a walk, etc.).

**Special Populations**

Educators can:

- Support children in developmentally appropriate ways to respond to particular emotions (e.g. breathing techniques).
- Provide students with tools to assist with following a routine or transitioning without adult support.
- Provide students with social stories related to self control and self-regulation.
- Support children in using a calming area and self-soothing tools and techniques as a strategy in managing their emotions.

---
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Powerful Practices

Examples of ways adults can support young learners’ development of self control:

**SE2.1: Demonstrate self control**
Across all developmental stages, educators can:
- Respectfully prepare children in changes in the environment including transitions, staff changes, environmental changes, and routine changes by providing cues and including children in the process.
- Provide children with ample opportunities to make choices in the everyday environment (e.g. free play).
- Provide a calming area and model the use of self-soothing tools and techniques throughout the day (e.g. fidgets, breathing exercises).
- Model and label self-control in everyday interactions between educators, educators and children, educators and parents.
- Encourage and facilitate activities where children take turns and engage in reciprocal interactions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infant</th>
<th>Younger Toddler</th>
<th>Older Toddler</th>
<th>Younger Preschool</th>
<th>Older Preschool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Provide consistent routines with respect to infant's needs (e.g. diapering, feeding, drop off and pick up)</td>
<td>Establish and maintain a consistent routine, utilizing transition tools like a visual schedule, transition warnings, and familiar songs</td>
<td>Provide comfort techniques (e.g. provide a quiet space in the classroom, use comfort objects, like a pacifier or lovey)</td>
<td>Provide positive guidance and boundaries (e.g. child grabs snack from neighbor, “This is yours. This is his. Can you give his back, please?”)</td>
<td>Establish consistent routines with verbal and visual prompts as needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide comfort techniques (e.g. allow infant to use a pacifier or other comfort tools while still maintaining safe sleep practices)</td>
<td>Provide comfort techniques (e.g. provide a quiet space in the classroom, use comfort objects, like a pacifier or lovey)</td>
<td>Provide comfort techniques (e.g. provide a quiet space in the classroom, make comfort items accessible, like a pacifier or lovey) and praise the child for seeking comfort independently</td>
<td>Provide positive guidance and boundaries (e.g. child grabs snack from neighbor, “This is yours. This is his. Can you give his back, please?”)</td>
<td>Include children in process of planning meaningful experiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respond to infant’s cries to build trust</td>
<td>Provide positive guidance and boundaries (e.g. child grabs snack from neighbor, “This is yours. This is his. Can you give his back, please?”)</td>
<td>Utilize games that exercise a child’s executive functions (e.g. parachute play)</td>
<td>Provide support for emotional health (e.g. sensory play, large motor play, taking on more responsibilities)</td>
<td>Provide opportunities for children to independently transition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Utilize games that exercise and scaffold upon a child’s executive functions (e.g. complex dramatic play, games with turn taking, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conflict is a common and inevitable part of life. **Conflict resolution** is the process in which two or more people negotiate to resolve an issue that arises. How a child approaches and manages conflict early in life will affect the relationships they have later on. Educators play a pivotal role in developing these skills in young children. The development of conflict resolution skills leads to the ability to:

- Negotiate
- Make and strengthen relationships with others
- Participate and collaborate in teams
- Develop emotional intelligence and self awareness
- Apply various lenses in different situations

**Family Engagement**

Encourage families to:

- Model positive conflict resolution strategies with other children and adults (i.e. appropriately solving a conflict with a partner or spouse).
- Read books and stories that demonstrate conflict resolution skills.

**Special Populations**

Educators can:

- Acknowledge and respond to a child’s verbal and non-verbal communication attempts when determining what supports are needed to resolve conflict.
- Provide visual supports in the environment to demonstrate appropriate conflict resolution skills (e.g. CSEFEL Solution Kit).
- Provide information and strategies while modeling the use of communication devices with peers.

---
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### Powerful Practices

Examples of ways adults can support young learners’ development of conflict resolution skills:

#### SE3.1: Demonstrate conflict resolution

Across all developmental stages, educators can:
- Embed conflict resolution strategies into environment and curriculum (e.g. consistently monitoring children, effectively redirecting, and noticing positive conflict resolution).
- Engage children in books and social stories which talk about conflict resolution.
- Apply knowledge of child development and anticipate typical patterns of social behavior.
- Provide age-appropriate conflict resolution strategies, associating words with actions.
- Give children space and time to independently resolve conflict when safe and appropriate.
- Be an active participant while guiding and supporting children through behaviors which create conflict.
- Recognize and utilize conflict in the environment as a “teachable moment”.
- Model appropriate conflict resolution skills with other educators, families, and children.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infant</th>
<th>Younger Toddler</th>
<th>Older Toddler</th>
<th>Younger Preschool</th>
<th>Older Preschool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Provide a strong foundation of responsive caregiving (e.g. when an infant is crying because he can't get to a doll the educator says, &quot;I can see you are frustrated. Let me help you reach the doll.&quot;)</td>
<td>Provide adequate materials based on the need, interest, and the size of the group, and allow the time and space to practice conflict resolution safely with peers before intervening</td>
<td>Model conflict resolution and set safe boundaries (e.g. providing choices of how a conflict could be resolved)</td>
<td>Model negotiation and perspective taking skills (e.g. using puppets or storyboards to tell a fiction or non-fiction story where two characters disagree)</td>
<td>Model negotiation and perspective taking skills (e.g. using puppets or storyboards to tell a fiction or non-fiction story where two characters disagree)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model conflict resolution and set safe boundaries (e.g. “You may chew on this teether. Your teeth do not belong on your friend.”)</td>
<td>Guide and support the child’s attempts to resolve conflict (e.g. using simple words and phrases such as “My turn”, “That’s mine”, etc.) and praise children when they use these words within play</td>
<td>Utilize non-punitive strategies to resolve conflict (e.g. “I can see you both want to build with the blocks. What ideas do you have to solve this?”)</td>
<td>Utilize non-punitive strategies to resolve conflict (e.g. avoid taking away materials that cause conflict)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SE4.1: Demonstrate relationship skills

**Relationship skills** refers to the ability to create and maintain positive and healthy relationships with individuals and groups. Adults and educators play an important role in creating secure relationships with each child as a method of fostering children’s relationship building skills. The development of relationship skills leads to the ability to:

- Establish and maintain positive relationships with diverse individuals and groups (CASEL 2019)
- Show empathy
- Communicate with others effectively
- Engage in teamwork

**Looking Ahead to Kindergarten**

Development of relationship skills supports success in kindergarten by preparing students to:

- Demonstrate communication skills (SEL Competency 4A)
- Understand teamwork and works with others (SEL Competency 4B)
- Treat others fairly and respectfully, is able to see multiple perspectives, and is open-minded (SEL Competency 5A)
- Demonstrate care and concern for others (SEL Competency 5B)
- Accept constructive feedback (SEL Competency 7C)

**Family Engagement**

Encourage families to:

- Talk to their child about their friendships and what it means to be a friend.
- Model appropriate relationships with other adults, and families.

**Special Populations**

Educators can:

- Provide levels of affection responsive to individual abilities, needs, and preferences.
- Ensure the environment and materials that support and encourage relationship building are accessible to all.
- Provide resources to assist with social interaction (e.g. communication devices or Picture Exchange Communication Systems cards, social stories, etc.).

---
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Powerful Practices
Examples of ways adults can support young learners’ development of relationship skills:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infant</th>
<th>Younger Toddler</th>
<th>Older Toddler</th>
<th>Younger Preschool</th>
<th>Older Preschool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Provide a strong foundation of responsive caregiving (e.g. when a stranger enters, provide comfort or engage back and forth with infant during play and diapering)</td>
<td>Establish individualized and respectful routines for pick up and drop off (e.g. providing a child transitional comfort objects and engaging with families during transitions)</td>
<td>Establish individualized and respectful routines for pick up and drop off (e.g. providing a child transitional comfort objects and engaging with families during transitions)</td>
<td>Help children recognize body language (e.g. use mirror to see own face, use books to identify facial expressions, songs)</td>
<td>Help children recognize body language (e.g. use mirror to see own face, use books to identify facial expressions, songs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicate intentions (e.g. “I’m going to wipe your nose. Here it comes!”)</td>
<td>Engage in social interactions with child (e.g. meal time)</td>
<td>Respond to a request for assistance when a child is having difficulty</td>
<td>Model friendship skills</td>
<td>Notice/reinforce attempts to compromise (e.g. “You both wanted to play with that, but you let Cori go first!”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create an environment that supports social interactions between infants (i.e. limit the use of “baby containers” or equipment that restricts an infant’s movement such as bouncy seats, swings, etc.)</td>
<td>Respectfully accept the child’s refusal of help</td>
<td>Model friendship skills</td>
<td>Support associative and encourage cooperative play (e.g. “I see that you’re both wanting to build castles. How could we work together to build a big castle?”)</td>
<td>Independently initiate resolution strategies with peers and seek adult support when necessary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create a safe and supportive environment that allows infants to observe others (e.g. Supervised floor time)</td>
<td>Support solitary play and begin to encourage parallel play (e.g. “Johnny is playing in the water table. Jessica, would you like to play in the water table too?”)</td>
<td>Support parallel play and encourage associative play (e.g. “Johnny is building a castle. Jessica, would you like to build your own castle, too?”)</td>
<td>Support sustained cooperative play (e.g. several children open a restaurant together in the dramatic play center)</td>
<td>Support sustained cooperative play (e.g. several children open a restaurant together in the dramatic play center)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Appendix A - Supporting Dual Language Learners

Who are Dual Language Learners?

Dual Language Learners (DLL) are children, birth to five years old, who are developing their home language(s) while also developing English. Indiana has a formal process to identify children once they enter kindergarten, which includes the use of a Home Language Survey (HLS) and an English language proficiency assessment. In order to meet the learning needs of DLLs, educators should learn about the language(s) the children speak by conducting interviews with the family and focus on providing rich language activities for children to build their skills in all languages.

How can I support Dual Language Learners’ language development?

All children, birth to five years, are language learners; some children just happen to be learning more than one language. Children who are learning English as an additional language are the fastest growing population in the country, making it essential that early learning providers know how to meet their unique language needs as well. Much of the language used in early learning environments is new for all children, both native English speakers and DLLs alike. Many of the same supports that are effective for developing skills in the first language will transfer to children acquiring multiple languages, such as visuals, modeling, manipulatives, and peer-support. However, educators of DLLs must focus on providing varied and supported opportunities for children to process and produce language across all content and developmental areas to ensure learning is meaningful while the children are developing English. DLLs may follow an altered trajectory on the developmental continuum. “Specific consideration should be given to the nature of early language and cognitive development, family and community-based sociocultural contexts for language learning, and the psycholinguistic nature of second language development in preschoolers who are still developing the foundational structures and rules of language” (WIDA, 2014).

What resources are available to help teachers of Dual Language Learners?

Indiana has adopted the WIDA Early English Language Development Standards (E-ELD). These standards are to be used in conjunction with the Foundations. As a result, DLLs develop the social and academic language needed to access and be successful in early childhood environments. The WIDA E-ELD Standards require educators to focus on the language DLLs need to process and produce to meet the Foundations. As shown in the graphics below, educators must ensure children learn the language of each developmental area in order to learn the core concepts.

Using the WIDA Early English Language Development Standards

The WIDA E-ELD Standards represent the language of overarching developmental domains that Dual Language Learners need to use with peers, educators, and curricula within the preschool setting. The E-ELD Standards are designed to be used in conjunction with the Foundations to ensure Dual Language Learners are provided necessary language support to make learning meaningful while developing English. The connections document can be found here: https://wida.wisc.edu/resources/connection-indiana-early-learning-foundations

Additional resources can be found by clicking on the “Download Library” at www.wida.us
Appendix B - Supporting Exceptional Learners

Children enter early childhood programs with diverse learning and developmental needs. Each child has unique characteristics that may help or hinder the ability to learn. It is the role of the program and classroom teacher to provide a learning environment where every child can be successful.

Early childhood environments should be inclusive ones where children with disabilities and developmental delays enjoy learning experiences alongside their typically developing peers. In 2015, the United States Department of Education along with the United States Department of Health and Human Services issued a draft policy statement on the inclusion of children with disabilities in early childhood programs.

“The Departments define inclusion in early childhood programs as including children with disabilities in early childhood programs, together with their peers, without disabilities, holding high expectations and intentionally promoting participation in all learning and social activities, facilitated by individualized accommodations and using evidence-based services and supports to foster their cognitive, communication, physical, behavioral, and social-emotional development; friendship with peers; and sense of belonging. This applies to all young children with disabilities from those with the mildest disabilities, to those with the most significant disabilities.”

The Foundations were designed for all children. The content within this developmental framework provides the breadth of information from which to create goals and experiences that will help children reach their highest potential while capturing their interests and building on what they already know. Educators must emphasize and celebrate all children’s accomplishments and focus on what children can do.

To differentiate instruction is to recognize children’s varying background knowledge, readiness, language, preferences in learning and interest, and to react responsively. Differentiated instruction is a process of teaching and learning for students of differing abilities in the same group. The intent of differentiating instruction is to maximize each child’s growth and individual success by meeting the individual needs of each child in the learning process. Differentiation should be used to engage all learners. In order for early educators to differentiate instruction they must first understand the developmental goals a child needs to obtain. This understanding should be used to develop lesson plans and learning experiences that help the child meet the goals.

Educators may need to adapt or modify classroom environments, interactions, and/or materials and equipment to help children with disabilities fully participate.

Universal Design for Learning

When using the Foundations in developing curriculum, Universal Design for Learning (UDL) can be utilized to give all individuals equal opportunities to learn. UDL provides a blueprint for creating instructional goals, methods, materials, and assessments that work for everyone. It is not a single, one-size-fits-all solution, but rather flexible approaches that can be customized and adjusted for individual needs.

UDL is a theoretical framework developed by the Center for Applied Special Technology (CAST) to guide the development of curricula that are flexible and supportive of all students. The concept of UDL was inspired by
the universal design movement in building architecture. This movement calls for the design of structures that anticipate the needs of individuals with disabilities and how to accommodate these needs from the outset. Although universally designed structures are more usable by individuals with disabilities, they offer unforeseen benefits for all users. Curb cuts, for example, serve their intended use of facilitating the travel of those in wheelchairs, but they are also beneficial to people using strollers, young children, and even the average walker. The process of designing for individuals with disabilities has led to improved usability for everyone.

UDL calls for the design of curricula with the needs of all children in mind, so that methods, materials, and assessments are usable by all. Traditional curricula present a host of barriers that limit children’s access to information and learning. A UDL curriculum is designed to be innately flexible, enriched with multiple media so that alternatives can be accessed whenever appropriate. A UDL curriculum takes on the burden of adaptation rather than leaving it up to the child to adapt. It minimizes barriers and maximizes access to both information and learning.

![Universal Design for Learning](image)

The UDL framework guides the development of adaptable curricula by means of three principles (Figure 1 and 2). The three UDL principles call for flexibility in relation to three essential facets of learning, each one orchestrated by a distinct set of networks in the brain. UDL recognizes four essential teaching methods for each facet of learning (Figure 1 and 2).
## Universal Design for Learning

### Principle 1: to support recognition learning, provide multiple, flexible methods of presentation

To support diverse recognition networks:
- Provide multiple examples
- Highlight critical features
- Provide multiple media and formats
- Support background context

### Principle 2: to support strategic learning, provide multiple, flexible methods of expression and apprenticeship

To support diverse strategic networks:
- Provide flexible models of skilled performance
- Provide opportunities to practice with supports
- Provide ongoing, relevant feedback
- Offer flexible opportunities for demonstrating skill

### Principle 3: to support affective learning, provide multiple, flexible options for engagement

To support diverse affective networks:
- Offer choices of content and tools
- Offer adjustable levels of challenge
- Offer choices of rewards
- Offer choices of learning context

(Figure 2)

Appendix C - Indiana Social and Emotional Competencies Crosswalk

From birth, social, and emotional experiences shape how an individual handles life. With the development of the Indiana Social and Emotional Learning Competencies (2019), we see a clear connection between the Pre-K to Second Grade Competencies and Indiana’s Early Learning Foundations (2015). Below is a crosswalk to show this alignment:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indiana Social and Emotional Learning Competency</th>
<th>Indiana Early Learning Foundations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Sensory Motor Integration</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A. Student demonstrates an understanding of body awareness and sensations in the body “I feel an awareness of my body in comparison to objects. I feel an awareness of my emotions in my body.”</td>
<td>SE1.2 Demonstrate identification and expression of emotions PHG2.2 Demonstrate development of body awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B. Student manages transitions and changes in routine “I feel ready for transitions and can show I am adaptable to change.”</td>
<td>SE2.1 Demonstrate self-control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Insight</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2A. Student identifies a wide range of emotions. “I am aware of my emotions.”</td>
<td>SE1.2 Demonstrate identification and expression of emotions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B. Student recognizes personal strengths. “I am aware of my strengths.”</td>
<td>SE1.1 Demonstrate self-awareness and confidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2C. Student demonstrates self-efficacy. “I am capable of learning.”</td>
<td>SE1.1 Demonstrate self-awareness and confidence APL1.2 Demonstrate interest and curiosity as a learner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3. Regulation</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3A. Student demonstrates self-control. “I can control my actions and manage my feelings.”</td>
<td>SE2.1 Demonstrate self-control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3B. Student recognizes life stressors and has strategies to manage them. “I can recognize situations that make me feel stressed and take appropriate steps to change them.”</td>
<td>SE2.1 Demonstrate self-control SE3.1 Demonstrate conflict resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3C. Student practices personal responsibility. “I can take responsibility for my actions.”</td>
<td>SE2.1: Demonstrate self-control SE3.1 Demonstrate conflict resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4. Collaboration</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4A. Student demonstrates communication skills. “I will develop positive and healthy relationships with others.”</td>
<td>SE4.1 Demonstrate relationship skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4B. Student understands teamwork and works with others. “I will use active listening skills to communicate with others.”</td>
<td>SE4.1 Demonstrate relationship skills APL4.1: Demonstrate development of social interactions during play ELA1.1 Demonstrate receptive communication skills ELA1.3 Demonstrate ability to engage in conversations SS5.1 Demonstrate awareness of citizenship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4C. Student applies conflict management skills. “I will use assertive communication to resolve conflicts cooperatively.”</td>
<td>SE3.1 Demonstrate conflict resolution APL2.1 Demonstrate development of flexible thinking skills during play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5. Connection</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 5A. Student treats others fairly and respectfully, is able to see multiple perspectives, and is open-minded. “I build respectful and positive relationships with others, showing that I value diverse perspectives.” | SE4.1 Demonstrate relationship skills  
APL4.1: Demonstrate development of social interactions during play  
SS1.1 Demonstrate development of self |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5B. Student demonstrates care and concern for others. “I build relationships showing care and concern for others.”</td>
<td>SE4.1 Demonstrate relationship skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6. Critical Thinking</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6A. Student demonstrates an understanding of metacognition. “I know how I learn.”</td>
<td>APL1.2: Demonstrate interest and curiosity as a learner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6B. Student understands the decision making process. “I know my choices and decisions have consequences. I think about how my choices and decisions will impact myself and others.”</td>
<td>SE1.1 Demonstrate self-awareness and confidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6C. Student analyzes, synthesizes, and evaluates the thinking process. “I know how to identify problems and find creative and positive solutions to them.”</td>
<td>APL2.1 Demonstrates development of flexible thinking skills during play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7. Mindset</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 7A. Student demonstrates a willingness to learn, especially when faced with challenges or following a failure. “I believe that if I give effort, my abilities and learning will improve and I can learn from challenges and failures.” | APL1.1 Demonstrate initiative and self-direction  
APL1.2 Demonstrate interest and curiosity as a learner  
APL3.1: Demonstrate development of sustained attention and persistence |
| 7B. Student practices flexible and innovative thinking. “I believe it is important to practice different strategies, show willingness to keep trying, and apply creative ideas.” | APL2.1 Demonstrate development of flexible thinking skills during play  
APL3.1 Demonstrate development of sustained attention and persistence |
| 7C. Student accepts constructive feedback. “I am trying to learn from the feedback that others give me.” | SE4.1 Demonstrate relationship skills  
APL2.1: Demonstrate development of flexible thinking skills during play |
The Indiana Core Knowledge and Competencies (CKC’s) identify the core knowledge and competencies needed by professionals who work with infants, children and youth. The CKC’s are an essential component of Indiana’s comprehensive statewide professional development system.

https://www.in.gov/fssa/files/2016_INCKC.pdf

The Division of Early Childhood (DEC) Recommended Practices were developed to provide guidance to educators and families about the most effective ways to improve the learning outcomes and promote the development of young children, birth through five years of age, who have or are at-risk for developmental delays or disabilities.

https://divisionearlychildhood.egnyte.com/dl/tgv6GUXhVo

The WIDA Early English Language Development (E-ELD) Standards were specifically developed to help support the unique language needs of DLLs, ages 2.5–5.5 years, who are in the process of learning more than one language prior to kindergarten entry. The connection between the WIDA Standards and Indiana Early Learning Foundations may be helpful to educators.

https://wida.wisc.edu/resources/connection-indiana-early-learning-foundations

Social Emotional Specific Resources

Indiana’s PK-12 Social Emotional Competencies can be used to reference what the expectations are of children later on in school. The PK-2 Grade Band also has several resources that may be helpful to early educators working with Pre-K children.

https://www.doe.in.gov/sebw

Collaborative for Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning (CASEL) is a source for knowledge about high-quality, evidence-based social and emotional learning.

https://casel.org/core-competencies/

Center on the Social and Emotional Foundations for Early Learning (CSEFEL) has many resources for educators including already created printables items.

http://csefel.vanderbilt.edu/

The CSEFEL Solutions Kit Specifically can be found here: http://headstartinclusion.org/teacher-tools#visual

The Head Start Center for Inclusion has many ready made tools for early educators that can be printed and used across all early childhood settings.

http://headstartinclusion.org/teacher-tools#visual
National Center for Pyramid Model Innovations provides a framework of evidence based practices for promoting positive social and emotional development in young children. Their website contains a number of resources and training opportunities.

http://challengingbehavior.cbcs.usf.edu/index.html

Hands in Autism has toolkits, templates, and resources that early educators may find helpful.

https://handsinautism.iupui.edu/pdf/HowTo_SocialNarratives.pdf
https://handsinautism.iupui.edu/pdf/Toolkit-Section1.pdf

The National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC) has several resources and articles available for educators and to share with families.

https://www.naeyc.org/resources/topics/social-and-emotional-development

Zero to Three has resources and articles related to the development of children under the age of three.

https://www.zerotothree.org/espanol/social-and-emotional-development

Family Engagement

Brighter Futures Indiana is a resource to support families in understanding and enhancing a child’s learning at home and while in care. This resource was created through a partnership between The FSSA Office of Early Childhood and Out-of-School Learning and Early Learning Indiana. This can be shared with families for even more strategies on how they can support their child’s development at home.

http://brighterfuturesindiana.org/ On Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/BrighterFuturesIndiana/

The Indiana Early Childhood Family Engagement Toolkit is intended to support programs along a journey toward new heights of engagement.


The WFYI Bright By Text Service is for parents and adults who care for young children newborn through age 5. When parents register for the service using their child’s birthdate, direct text messages will provide developmentally appropriate information, activities, and more from trusted national and local resources.

https://www.wfyi.org/bright

Community Resources

Child Care Resource and Referral Agencies provide many supports and professional development for early education programs. The list of Resource and Referral Agencies can be found here:
https://partnershipsforearlylearners.org/about/your-child-care-resource-referral-agency/

We encourage educators to contact their local library for developmentally appropriate book suggestions and other resources. Please see the Public Library Directory to locate the nearest public library:
https://www.in.gov/library/pldirectory.htm